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Overall Information
What Is a Skill Centre Program
The overarching purpose of the Canada Soccer Skill Centre model is to
provide “access to high-quality programs where they can have fun with their
friends, learn new skills and play the game in an appropriate format” (Canada
Soccer Skill Centre Manual).
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Skill Centre Goals

Skill Centre Principles:
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Game Dates & Locations
Date
Nov 2

U8
Girls
East
Hants

U9
Girls
East
Hants

U8
Boys
East
Hants

U9
Boys
East
Hants

Nov 3
Nov 16 Valley
Nov 17

Halifax Halifax Halifax

Nov 23 Halifax
Nov 24

Valley

Nov 30 Halifax

Halifax Halifax Valley/

Dec 1
Dec 7
Dec 8

Halifax
Halifax

Jan 25

Halifax

U10
Boys

U11
Boys

East
Hants

East
Hants

East
Hants

East
Hants

South
Shore

Halifax Halifax Halifax

Halifax Halifax
Halifax East
Hants

Halifax Halifax

South
Shore

Halifax
Halifax

Halifax Valley

Halifax

Halifax Halifax East
Halifax
Hants
Halifax Halifax Halifax
Valley
Halifax Halifax Halifax Halifax
Valley Halifax Halifax Valley
Halifax Halifax Halifax
Halifax Valley Halifax
Valley
Halifax Halifax East
Halifax
Hants
Valley/S
Halifax Halifax
outh
Shore

Jan 26

South
Shore
East
Hants

Feb 9
Feb 22
Feb 23

Halifax

Feb 29

East
Hants

Mar 1

U11
Girls

Halifax Halifax Halifax Halifax

Dec 14
Dec 15
Jan 11
Jan 12
Jan 18
Jan 19

Feb 8

U10
Girls

East
Hants

Halifax Halifax

Halifax Halifax Halifax
Valley

Halifax Halifax South
East
Shore
Hants
Halifax Halifax Halifax
Valley
Halifax South
Halifax Halifax
Shore
East
East
East
Hants
Hants
Hants
Halifax Halifax Halifax Halifax
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Application Process

Skill Centre Official Application - Click Here
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U8/U9 Game Format/Rules
GA ME DUR ATIO N

Games during the 2019-2020 Season are 20 minutes in duration of nonstop time and no
halftime. Game times allocate 5 minutes prior to the game for a warmup and then a 1 minute
warning whistle before commencing the 20 minute game. 3 games take place in one game day
for teams travelling less than 45 minutes and 4 games take place in one day for teams travelling
farther than 45 minutes.
GA ME R UL ES
Goal Kicks —

Goal kicks happen when the ball exits the end of the field last touching the attacking team in that
half. Goal kicks can be taken anywhere within 5 yards from the goal and unopposed. Retreat
lines are also in effect for both U8 and U9 games. Retreat Line is set for half field, marked by
large cones. Game leaders should remind players and coaches before games, during games about
the retreat line.
Corner Kicks —

Corner Kicks are if effect for U8 and U9 and should be treated similar to when the ball goes out
the sidelines. Corner kicks can be passed in or dribbled into the field of play.
Stoppages/ Restarts —

Restarts should be done as quickly as possible. After a goal is scored, restarts happen from the
middle of the field and should be done as quickly as possible to maximize time-on-task. Hand
balls and fouls are rewarded with a direct free kick. Passback to GK is rewarded with a direct free
kick from the sideline.
Throw-Ins —

Throw in’s will not take place for the U8 or U9 age groups. Instead, restarts will happen with
either a pass in or dribble in from the ground. This encourages quicker restarts, more successful
restarts, and less stoppages in game for error throw-ins.
Substitutions —

Substitutions can take place on the fly (during the game) while the game is ongoing, or during
any stoppage. All players should get even playing minutes and goalkeepers should not be left in
the goal for the entire 20 minute game.
O THE R
Game Leaders —

Games will be ran by 1 or 2 game leaders with aid from the coaches actively engaged with the
game. Game leader duties include, calling 1-minute warning (1 minute before kickoff time), game
start whistle, then managing the game with aid from coaches), and then blowing the game to an
end.
Coaches —
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Coaches are encouraged to actively engage in the game. Therefore, there will be no rule to stay
isolated on the bench and actually are encouraged to move around during the game to help
players throughout the game without negatively impacting the flow of the game.
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U10/U11 Game Format/Rules
GA ME DUR ATIO N

Games during the 2019-2020 Season are 25 minutes in duration of nonstop time and no
halftime. Game times allocate 5 minutes prior to the game for a warmup and then a 1 minute
warning whistle before commencing the 25 minute game. 3 games take place in one game day
for teams travelling less than 45 minutes and 4 games take place in one day for teams travelling
farther than 45 minutes.
GA ME R UL ES
Goal Kicks —

Goal kicks happen when the ball exits the end of the field last touching the attacking team in that
half. Goal kicks can be taken anywhere within their 12-yard box and unopposed. Retreat lines
are also in effect for both U10 and U11 games. Retreat Line is set for 1/3 of the field, marked by
large cones. Game leaders should remind players and coaches before games, during games about
the retreat line.
Corner Kicks —

Corner Kicks are if effect for U10 and U11 and should be treated similar to when the ball goes
out the sidelines. Corner kicks can be passed in or dribbled into the field of play.
Stoppages/ Restarts —

Restarts should be done as quickly as possible. After a goal is scored, restarts happen from the
middle of the field and should be done as quickly as possible to maximize time-on-task. Hand
balls and fouls are rewarded with a direct free kick. Passback to GK is rewarded with a direct free
kick from the sideline.
Throw-Ins —

Throw in’s will not take place for the U10 or U11 age groups. Instead, restarts will happen with
either a pass in or dribble in from the ground. This encourages quicker restarts, more successful
restarts, and less stoppages in game for error throw-ins.
Substitutions —

Substitutions can take place during any stoppage. All players should get even playing minutes
and goalkeepers should not be left in the goal for the entire day of games.
O THE R
Referees —

Games will be ran by 1 referee. Some of these referees will be in training so it is recommended
that coaches connect with referees prior to the game to aid in their development as well as the
children’s development. Referee’s are responsible for giving the 1-minute warning to start the
game, starting the game on time, managing the game, and ending the game on time.
Coaches —
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Coaches are encouraged to actively engage in the game. We encourage coaches to move around
as much as the referee allows to best impact all players. It is on the coaches to demonstrate good
sportsmanship for both the kids and the parents.
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Skill Centre Team Creator
Guide
O VE R VI EW O F 4-C OR N ER E MPH ASI S IN TE AMS

Throughout the 2019-2020 winter season, Soccer Nova Scotia and Club leaders have come up
with a list of methods to divide teams for games that encourage development in all 4 corners of a
child’s development. Reminder: Even though these are how teams are separated, players may
need to be moved during games to keep all games more exciting and competitive for the kids,
these changes should be temporary (a shift, a game, or a day) The following will be how teams
are made for competition throughout the 2019-2020 winter season.
MO NTH L Y TE AMS
November — Balanced (November 2-3, November 16-17, November 23-24)

The first month of games will be made up based off of height of players. This allows players to
play against players of similar biological-age and grow confidence and simply play without
physical differences altering the way they play the game.
December — Biological Age (November 30-December 1, December 7-8, December 14-15)

For the second month of competition, players will be divided into game rosters based off of
balanced rosters. This allows for players to be placed on evenly split teams across the club level
and hopefully across the festival as well.
January — Player Picked (January 11-12, January 18-19, January 25-26)

For the month of January, players are divided into game day rosters based off of their choice.
This can be done by having players “quickly find your friends” at a session or at the field the day
of games (possible because they will all be playing at the same time regardless which team they
are on). This creates autonomy for kids, it also allows kids to tap into the mental and the
social/emotional quadrants of the 4-corner model.
February — Current Technical/Tactical Ability (February 8-9, February 22-23, February
29-March 1)

The final month of games will be based off of their current ability on the field. Previously seen as
“like with like”. This division is based off of their current technical and tactical ability within
training and games.
TR AIN IN G GR O UPS

Canada Soccer and Soccer Nova Scotia recommend that training sessions are not done based off
of the same divisions of the game day rosters. Other methods to divide kids during training
sessions are: random, speed, birth months, school zones, multi-sport similarities, # of siblings,
sibling order (oldest sibling vs youngest sibling), random, etc. BE CREATIVE
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Ways to Make Games More
Competitive
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Skill Centre Myths
"Anyone and Everyone can be in
the Skill Centre"
• False
• You can only allow as many players into a skill centre as you can resource. That
means, if you only have 1 quality coach (proper coach education, proper
understanding of a skill centre, NCCP courses) than you can only have 1 team
within that age group.
• Example: Club A has 1 quaity coach for the U9 Girls age group. That age group
has room for 1 U9 team of 8-10 players. 50% (40 or 5 kids) can be invited, the
other 50% (4 to 5 kids) are first come first serve. The eager kids and parents looking
for more will register right away. The remainder of kids wanting to be in the
program are waitlisted and remain within the grassroots program provided at the
club. This may also mean, some kids on the waitlist are placed at another age group
that lack numbers or need a few more players to create good numbers for game-day
rosters (as long as it is an appropriate fit for the child).
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"The Best Kids in the Age Group
don't get Better"
• When it comes to this statement 2 things need to be addressed.
• First thing that needs to be addressed is that, if a player is way outside the realm of
current ability they can also be moved up and down age groups and across gender.
If you have a player who is way behind the remainder of the group, discuss with
the parents methods to best serve that child- whether it is moving them down an
age group or moving them back into grassroots. It cannot be a forced move but
usually parents and children can understand if they are that far an outlier. Players
that are on the opposite side of that spectrum can be moved up into the age group
above periodically. There is still a lot to learn playin in their correct age group such
as emotional, physical, social development so it should not be a permanent move.
• The second part of that needing addressing is to ask yourself, coach in questioning,
or parent in questioning, "what makes an 8 year old the best?". Part of the reason
that Canada Soccer is moving away from traditional A & B format is because talent
identification is nearly impossible prior to puberty because it does not predict
potential or future performance, it can often turn away players who might have
high potential but are simply unexperienced at hat moment in time. Early selection
prior to physical maturation imples early exclusion of the majority and can
discourage kids who might otherwise have become as good, or betterf, a little later
in their career.
• Lastly, the characteristics that define "talented" athletes in early ages are not the
characteristics that define elite athletes later in their career.
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"Kids can't Create Team
Cohesion and Teams can't Work
on Tactical Work"
• First of all, tactical work shouldn't be done until players get older than the Skill
Centre age groups. Tactics are not needed to be taught to U11 and below players
more than talking about some principles of play such as "width and depth".
• Second, kids can create a team cohesion, it is just a bigger team. Yes you play with
different people on weekends sometimes, but training is always together and it
actually creates club cohesion which trickles down into team cohesion naturally. A
big issue we have seen in our province is the divide between the old traditional A
teams and B teams. This should minimize the quality gap and quantity gaps once
they get to bigger forms of the game: 9v9 and 11v11.

"This Water's Down the Quality
of the Age Group because of all
the Weak Players"
• One way to look at this is, the reason they are "weak" is because thet haven't been
given the opportunity to train in the best environment as possible. Due to the fact a
coach has deemed a player "weak" at a young age, they get stuck with that status.
Not only the status but it becomes rapidly more difficult to improve once there is a
divide between "A" players/coaches and "B" players/coaches because the divide
just becomes larger and larger.
• The other way you can look at this myth is when looking at the age groups that
keep scores, standings, etc. and the fact games start "meaning" something. Clubs in
our province are harming themselves when they cut kids to a "B" team because
once the age group gets to 11-aside play, they don't have enough quality players to
choose from.
• So yes, maybe your temporary results may drop a little bit at the age of U10, but by
the time they are competing for provincial, national, maybe international titles, they
will be more prepared to the upmost ability.
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"You Wouldn't put a AAA
Hockey Player with a House
League Hockey Player"
• We also wouldn't put players that are opposite within the same playig environment
if wed think it is potentially going to harm a child physically, mentally, socially or
emotionally.
• It is an age group coordinator's task to have conversations with parents and children
to create the best soccer environment as possible for that child specifically. If that
means that a players trains within their age group 1 time per week and another age
group 1 time per week and same for games, that may be an option for the child and
the parents. In the end, it is the decision of the child with the age group
coordinator, and their parents in helping make the best and safest decision for the
child as possible.

"This is just a Glorified
Grassroots/Recreational
Program"
• False, the standards that must be met in a true skill centre are much higher than
those within a grassroots/recreational program.
• Skill Centre's are capped in order to keep a high quality program and kids that are
currently advanced in ability and kids that are keen for more training should be
registered.
• Recreational is an open-for-all, fun, community-driven environment where
standards can be very minimum to provide the service. Skill Centre do have
standards and should have limits to keep the standards high and the quality where it
needs to be.
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Coach Education Plan
When (do I need to have
coaching requirements done)
Within the club’s larger Coach Education
Plan there should be planned coaching
courses in the early stages of the season
that will take care of the coaches in both
the 5v5 and 7v7

5v5 (U8/U9:FUNdamentals)
7v7 (U10/U11:Learn to Train)

When (do I need to be
available)
I.E. Monday &
Coaches should
Wednesday
Coaches should
AND 1-2 hours
training at
be available 1 or
be available 1 or
on a consistent 5:30pm-6:30pm Other forms
2 consistent
2 consistent
game day at a
of availability
weekly, and
nights per week
is through
nights per week for training for
consistent
Saturday
for training for
starting and end morning from
technology60-75 minutes
phone, email,
45-60 minutes
time for
for U10/U11
7am-9am weekly
for U8/U9 per
competition
etc
(avoiding long
per training
training session
dates.
weekends and
session
holidays).
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When (do I need to be workingtime allocation)
Every week there should be the formal
component of “coaching” which is on
field, and an informal component of
“coaching” which is off field,
communicating with other coaches, age
group coordinators, skill centre technical
lead.

Coaches should not be the person
communicating with Parents- all
communication should come through the
Skill Centre Technical Lead or the Age
Group Coordinator.

What (is my role)
The role of the coach is to
fully understand the
The role of the coach is
process, the benefits, the
extremely important in the
best practice of true Skill
success of the skill centre
Centres. A lot of issues are
and the child
made through a
development/player
misunderstanding,
development and the club’s
miscommunication, or
mission.
misinterpretation of what
skill centres should look like.
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As a coach, your role is to
best educate yourself of
what skill centres are and
fully grasp the concept of
skill centres. Part of that is
knowing what the goal of
Skill Centre’s are.
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What (is the goal of a Skill
Centre)
Providing a quality
environment for as many
kids as possible so that when
To create the most amount
they reach the
players possible, in the best performance/community
environment as possible, for
streams in their older years,
as long as possible.
the age group has more
quality players, playing for
longer.

This helps clubs create
more competitive
performance teams in the
latter stages of player
development.

What (am I responsible for)
Things that the coach is responsible for
include, coaching kids during training and
games, being a positive advocate for skill
centres, the club, the members of the club,
and the kids.
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Another responsibility of a coach is to
communicate with the age group
coordinator and skill centre technical lead
to provide meaningful feedback to the
children and their parents.
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Why (are we doing Skill
Centres)
If we look at our current
demographics
within our
Skill Centre’s are the new
province, we have created Creating a strong 10 players
way of player development
our own problem by
and then a large drop off to
across Canada in hopes to
deselecting children at a
the quality of the next
create more quality players
young
age
and
then
creating
group of players.
at every single age group.
a giant gap amongst players
within the same age group.

Why (are we making a change)
We are making this change
so that this does not happen
and by the time they get to A larger pool of players to
the performance age groups create a quality AAA team,
(U13+) there is a larger
AA team, A team if the
player pool to pick from to
numbers prevail.
create more competitive
teams from the top down.
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This also allows for the gap
from AAA to AA to A to be
smaller because all players
prior to U12 received the
exact same program by the
same coaches.
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How (do we manage game
days)
As a head coach of a team during festival
competition, your role is extremely
important to make it an enjoyable
experience for all participants.

The way you manage a game day is
extremely important because if the
competition is not meaningful none of the
players will find the game enjoyable. Your
role is to feel comfortable moving players
across fields during games to keep all
games competitive, and move players up
and down age groups to best fit their needs.

How (do we manage training)
Another component is knowing how you
manage training sessions and how do you
challenge all players in the best way
possible.
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For more information or ideas on training
activities that best challenge children,
please see the player development
curriculum.
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How (do we manage players)
These meetings can be brief
and over the phone, but
When looking at the overall
should be looking at the
Managing the
management of players,
children and finding where
remembering that they are children/players should be
they are best fitted
evaluated weekly or
children and all decisions
physically, socially,
should be child-centred
biweekly with the age group emotionally, technically and
must be on your mind when coordinator and the skill
tactically. This could mean
making any decisions that
centre technical lead.
moving players up age
groups for a week or two,
affect the children.
down age groups, across
genders, etc.

How (do you deliver feedback)
Another area of Skill
Therefore, coaches will
The feedback is given to the
Centres that coaches need
need
to be mindful about all
families by the age group
to provide input around are
4-corners
of player/child
coordinator but input
the player feedbacks that
development
when working
regarding the child will be
are given to the children
with
the
children
in training
needed from the coaches.
and their parents.
and in games.
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How (do you develop a personal
development)
If the coach is wanting
So with that being a hope
more education or more
from a provincial level and a support, it is expect that the
As a province, we hope that club level, there should be
club runs informal and
coaches will stay involved in
communication with the
formal coach education to
the game and continually Skill Centre Technical Lead
continually educate the
make a positive impact on
and the coach regarding
coaches to best suit the
children for multiple years
personal/professional
needs of the children and
development surrounding
the ever-changing sport of
around the sport.
soccer.
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Who (can coach)

Team coaches can be
anyone looking to give back
to their local soccer club

Willing to dedicate <5
hours on field per week
(training and games)

2-3 hours a week in
discussion with the age
group coordinator and skill
centre technical lead
regarding players, progress,
the program, etc.

Who (are you coaching)

Coaches within the skill centre will be
coaching within their child’s age group if
they please.
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If they do not have a child in the age group
and they are strictly trying to volunteer
within the organization, they should be
placed with the best fit for the coach and
the children, U8/U9 or U10/U11 based
off individual and personal characteristics.
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Where (do I need to be)
Communication
expected from
The other time
coaches to age
A role of a coach is
The training to
commitment that is group coordinator
and Skill Centre
crucial during these game ratio is 1:1 or required is the time
ages of child
2:1 (U8/U9), 2:1 or
to communicate
technical lead
include
development and
3:1 (U10/U11) and with the age group
player development. maximum time on coordinator and the
communication
Coaches are
field is 180 minutes skill centre technical surrounding child
responsible to be at
(U8/U9) and 305 lead in order to best development, player
development,
the field for training minutes (U10/U11) serve the children
and the parents of
training group
sessions and games.
per week.
the children.
reflection, and
competition
reflection.

Where (do I get my resources)
Coaches should be supported in the up
most quality by the Skill Centre Technical
Lead, Age Group Coordinator, and any
other member of the club that provide the
adequate resources.
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Coaches should be offered the proper
coach education courses (Making Ethical
Decisions, Respect in Sport, and
FUNdamentals OR Learn to Train).
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Parent Education Plan

Who (do you communicate with)
For parents to have consistent messaging, it is best for a club to have 1 person that all
questions go to for the entire age group of kids and parents.
Best Practice suggests that all parents within the age group communicates day to day
questions, concerns, etc. to the age group coordinator while CCing the Skill Centre
Technical Lead.
Major questions, concerns, etc. can go directly to the Skill Centre Technical Lead
solely. All communication should run through the Skill Centre Technical Lead or the
Age Group Coordinator and never straight to the volunteer coaches.

Where (do I need to be)
As a parent, we understand that you are extremely busy with children, work, and
life. As a parent of a child involved in skill centres, there is a bigger commitment
than your typical grassroots, community-based soccer program.
Although a child will never be punished for missing training or games, there is an
expectation that children in the skill centre programs are seeking more training and
more competitive destinations in the sport.
Therefore, there is an expectation that children and their families are fairly
committed to the sport of soccer. Weekly soccer schedules include, 1 festival style
competition on 1 of the weekend days (not necessarily weekly), 1-2 training sessions
(for U8/U9) and 2-3 training sessions (for U10/U11).
We understand life happens, especially in the summer with vacations, as long as
communication is had with the correct people, there will never be issues with the
child and their involvement within a skill centre program.
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Where (do I get my resources)
As for resources to best prepare children and their families for Skill Centre, there are
many areas to look.

It is an expectation that clubs host a Skill Centre Information Night for parents to share
questions and to gain knowledge regarding Skill Centres.
Another great way to gain knowledge and insight regarding skill centre is through your
clubs partnership with Working With Parents In Sport (WWPIS); an online portal with
resources for parents, players, coaches, club leaders and volunteers to create the best and
safest environment for children.

When (should I register my kid)
Skill Centre’s can only accept the registration of as many kids as they can give a quality
program for, that being said, registration can be limited

Although the statement “anyone can register for Skill Centre”, that doesn’t mean that
everyone will get into the Skill Centre program. It is encouraged that parents try to
register their children as soon as registration opens to solidify a position within that
club’s skill centre program, knowing that skill centre’s are flexible and are much more
manageable for multi-sport athletes and families.
Earlier registration also helps clubs best prepare for the upcoming season- it allows clubs
to better predict how many teams they will have and at what ages.
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When (should I expect
feedback/how often)
When it comes to communication, we understand that it does need to go both ways and
too much communication is better than no communication especially when it comes to
the child and their development both as a soccer player but more importantly as a
human.
Meaningful feedback is essential for maximum development as it informs both the child
and the parent what areas the child excels in and what areas are worth exploring.
Parents play a massive role in the development of the child and the more we can educate
the parents the better we will be able to fully develop the child.
Meaningful feedback also opens communication streams between club coaches and
leaders with their membership and opens up opportunity for healthy conflict resolution,
recommendations, and asking questions.

When (will games/training be
(how much), does season start
and end)
As for planning busy lives around sporting schedules, one of Skill Centre’s main
incentives is that competition schedules should be as consistent as possible. Soccer Nova
Scotia is working closely with the soccer clubs (and other sports) to provide a consistent
competition schedule with as little as possible conflict some of the other major sports in
our province (Basketball, Ringette).
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What (is my role)
Your role as a parent within a Skill Centre is to continually have an open-mind and trust
what the professionals are doing is what is best for children. If you truly do not believe
what they are doing is best for all the children than objective communication should take
place between yourself and the Technical Lead of your club (not the coaches).
As a parent in the skill centre it can also be challenging seeing other sports deselecting
children at early ages and in soccer we are not deselecting until post-puberty. So
understanding that what soccer is doing is to best support the statement that
development is non-linear and we need to keep as many kids as possible in the best
environment as possible because we cannot predict who is going to be good post-puberty
Lastly, as a parent, we ask that you remember that these are children and NOT high
performance athletes. The amount of times parents will approach Soccer Nova Scotia or
the clubs and state that their child is a high performance athlete is extremely high. We
are treating children for what they are…children. They are here to have fun and
training and games should therefore have fun as their main priority.

What (is the goal of Skill Centres)
In being a good Skill Centre parent, you should also know the goal of skill centres. The
main goal of skill centres is to produce a much larger pool of quality players so that when
they get to the later stages of the sport (performance or soccer for life) there are more
players to pick from and the quality of that group is higher.
The problem with selecting an “A” team is that we are deselecting the players we deem
not worthy at that specific moment and time and then society expects those weaker
players and their families to pay the same cost for a lesser product, the kids end up not
enjoying it, and quitting.

Another negative byproduct of deselecting kids is the massive problem we are seeing,
especially on the female side, once kids get to 11-Aside soccer, there isn’t enough quality
players.
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What (am I responsible for)
As a parent you need to know that yes, there may be “weaker” players within your
training group at U8-U11 but that means that there will be more quality players to pick
from when they are U13+ and competing for provincial and national titles.

As a parent, you are expected to register your child on a timely manner, support your
child (drives to training and games), seek feedback from coaches, and continually
educate yourself, and encourage your child to get out and play on their own time.

Lastly, as a member of your club, it is encouraged to get involved with the club. Explore
opportunities to give back to the club and community by exploring methods of
volunteering within the club. This helps build relationships with other parents/families,
technical leaders, and other volunteers in the club.

What (can I do to help my child)
Encourage your child to play at home in an unstructured environment. Too many
children now a days they do not get the opportunity to play in an unstructured setting.
Unstructured play allows for children to solve problems on their own, build leadership
characteristics naturally, and enjoy the reason they started playing...for fun
Help your child understand why the people in leadership positions are doing what they
are doing. Kids hear a lot of the conversations had in the household and those
conversations can mold behaviors of your child. Support what the club is doing to aid
your child's development.

Communicate with technical leaders when you will be missing training or games as early
as possible. This helps prepare for competition dates and training setup.
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What (are the next steps for my
child)
As your child moves up through the age groups of Skill Centre they will continually
develop all 4-corners of the child's development. All players continually receiving the
same product and same environment to grow in.

Once players start getting closer to the U13 age group, conversations should start
happening regarding the child's potential pathway. The two directions include
community direction (soccer for life) and the competitve direction (learn to train, train
to train, etc.)

How (do I support my kid and
his/her age group)
As a parent within a Skill Centre, your overt support, especially around your child, is
extremely important. Most frustration from parents and children is the mindset of “elite”
athlete playing with “grassroots” players.
As a parent in a Skill Centre it is extremely important to remember that the better the
training for all at a young age the better your child’s team will be when they are older.
Not only that, it allows for your child to work with more coaches and more players
regularly.
We understand that it can be difficult the benefit of Skill Centre’s when most other sports
are not taking into consideration that child and player development is non-linear and
different players will develop at different rates.
Within the current player selection process, we eliminate so many players from optimal
training environments and in return widen the gap within the age group to make it
nearly impossible for a child/player to make the jump to a performance level team in
latter stages of their development.
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How (do I measure if the
program is running right)
Station based training (if numbers allow). This means players are in groups (different
groups weekly) and they roll through stations on a timely manner. Each session should
include a minimum of 1 regular or small sided game, and other activities that resemble
the game of soccer that allow for players to express themselves and explore different
solutions to manipulate the ball that will resemble the game.

They should also be extremely high time-on-task, this means they should be active for
the majority of the session with small breaks for water and transition.

Games should align with Soccer Nova Scotia’s team creator guide (shared on page 11).
Meaning during the month of play there should be a roster that starts all games and
depending on flow of the game and competition demands players can be moved freely
from one team to another DURING games and BETWEEN games.
Players should be able to access all coaches every single session because of the station
based approach.
Players and parents should receive meaningful feedback multiple times per season to
educate the child and the parent on their development, areas to focus, and areas they
excel in.
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How (do I educate myself and
my child more)
The Provincial Sporting Organization and the club you play for ask that you try to
continually educate yourself on "Our Why".

Continue to ask questions to best educate yourself on why the club is doing what they
are doing and why the provincial sporting organization is doing what they are doing.

Change is coming from the National level down and a lot of change can be confusing,
use Working with Parents in Sport, your club, and your PSO to best educate yourself so
that you can best support your child and the children your child plays with.

Why (are we doing skill centres)
The main reason behind why we are doing Skill Centres is to give more children a
quality experience in the most vital age groups of child and player development.

Historically across the country, we select who we deem to be the best group of players
which is usually about 8 for 5v5, 10 for 7v7, and 12 for 9v9 so that players get the
maximum amount of playing minutes.

However, in picking our favourites we are also deselecting children who may end up
being better athletes, smarter players, etc. however we deselect them and they end up
leaving the sport and developing at a slower rate because they are placed on a second
team with less resources and less quality support.
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Why (are we changing)
It is also being done because children and their parents are paying for a product and
they are not getting the same product if they make an A team to a B team.

Yes they may get the same training space and time, however their human resources and
their support is less when you do not make an “A” team.

Skill Centres allow for better depth from top to bottom in latter stages of the game
within the AAA and AA performance leagues.

Why (what is your why)
Your why then aligns with Working With Parents in Sports with an aim to be the best
sport parent as possible. With that being said, people can sometimes get confused on
what that means.

https://www.parentsinsport.co.uk/my-account/
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Player Feedback Form
Examples:
HCU Example
UDFC Example
City Example
Dunbrack Example
Suburban Example
East Hants Example
Valley United Example
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Job Descriptions

Skill Centre Technical Lead: The Skill Centre Technical lead, sometimes referred to as
Grassroots Manager is a position within the club that oversees all players under the age of 12.
This role entails:
• Less time coaching kids
• More so coaching coaches
• Present at the field during training sessions to oversee the efficiency and quality of the
programs.
• Manages Parent and Coach Education Sessions
• Involved in Parent and Child Feedback
• Consistently in communication with Age Group Coordinators/Head Coaches, or however you
label your leaders within your Skill Centre
• Manages Player movement across age groups with age group coordinators/ head coaches
• Involved in hosting festival events.
• See Page 26 for the full job description.
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Age Group Coordinator: Age group coordinators are coaches/members of the community
that dedicate all of their time within one (or two maximum) age groups and all the players within
those age groups within the skill centre.
Team Coach U8/U9: Team coaches are responsible for running training stations during
training sessions and game day management during festival style competition.
Team Coach U10/U11: Team coaches are responsible for running training stations during
training sessions and game day management during festival style competition.
Age Group Manager: Age group Manager’s are volunteer-based positions, usually occupied
by a parent of a player within the age group, that dedicates time to communicating with parents,
aiding the coaches in game day preparation, and sitting on the bench if there is no other female
on the bench (when working with female children only).
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Job Descriptions
Grassroots Manager
within Nova Scotia

– In the context of club operation and program delivery

What is Grassroots?
FIFA defines grassroots as targeting, “boys and girls between the ages of 6 and 12 through
school, community and club initiatives (Grassroots , 2016, p. 10).” Therefore, within this context
the Grassroots Manager is responsible for program delivery for players aged 12 and below – as
well as the coaches working within those age bands.
What is the role?
The Grassroots Manager is a mid-level leader in the community soccer organization (Club) responsible for
working with the Director of Soccer Operations (DoS) to lead and operationalize the Club’s Grassroots
strategy as laid out by the Club Board of Directors. All aspects of operations within Grassroots program
delivery fall under the responsibility of the Grassroots manager.
The Grassroots Manager understands the greater eco-system within which a Club is embedded in and is able
to effectively manage existing relationships in order to find mutual gain for both the Club and its external
community. The Grassroots Manager reports to the Director of Soccer.

In conjunction with the Director of Soccer, the Grassroots Manager is responsible
for operationalizing the club Grassroots strategy via operational planning. This
includes:
•Some aspects of budgetary control necessary for strategic planning, execution, and evaluation of a greater
Grassroots operations plan
•Aligning programming to appropriate age and stage principles of Long-Term Player Development
(LTPD) and respective Canada Soccer Club Licence standards of operation – including the organization
and delivery of Skill Centres
•Developing and operationalizing coach recruitment, certification, development, mentorship, retention,
advancement, and recognition strategies
•Reporting to the Director of Soccer Development on all aspects of Grassroots soccer operations –
technical, marketing, administration, & communications
•Recruitment, development, mentorship, and management of all part-time staff and volunteer coaches
within Club Grassroots programming
•Communication with membership regarding key items as they pertain to the delivery of Grassroots
programming (supported by Communications & Admin support)

Qualifications
•Context specific applicable degree i.e. management, sports development, community development, etc,
or, experience within the industry/related industry that shows grasp of above responsibilities
•Community coaching stream certification
•Making Ethical Decisions and/or Online Evaluation
•Respect in Sport Activity Leader Training
•Respect in Sport Workplace Training
•C-Licence Certified
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•NCCP Learning Facilitator – preferred
•Canada Soccer Children’s Licence – preferred (necessary for Skill Centre operations & delivery)

Required Skills
•Thorough understanding of cognitive, social-emotional, and physical development of children
•Thorough understanding of planning and communication theory as it pertains to community sport
development
•Basic understanding of budgeting as it pertains to planning and program operations
•Ability to manage multiple projects, within different scopes, at one time
•Ability to collaborate with volunteers and staff

*The Grassroots Manager does not: coach teams/programs or fill in for absentee coaches
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